
10 year olds. Theme 6.
English & Nature

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

Correct the mistakes in the following text.

There are 77 mistakes in this passage.

TITLE "The Camping Disaster" 

4 teenager's are sitting inside a Tent shivering...) 

Teen 1: whose idea was it to to go camping in winter again? 

Teen 2 Oh come on! it's just a bit of rain... 

Teen 3: a bit of rain? it's raining cats dogs Out there! 

Tean 4: So much for canoeing on the river and swimming in the the lake 

Tean 2: Don't worry i'm sure the storm will will pass soon 

Tean 1 Shhh! here here That? the rain stupped! 

Teen 3 (Looks ootside) Look there''s a rianbow over over there! 

Tean 2: See what did did I tell you? 

Tean 4: why don't we go go hiking on that mountain before it disappears? 
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Teen 1: I don't know! it's still a bit Cloudy 

Teen 3: what what if it starts To rian again 

Teen 2 impossible Itt's clearing up! come on let's go! 

(Teen's are half way up the mountain and the weather has gotten worse?) 

Tean 1: I knew this wisn't a Good idea it's so fuggy i can barely see 

Teen 2 It will be fine once we get to the top! 

Teen 3 hey what was thit? It soonded like?. 

Lost ranger Heeeeelp heeeelp! 

Tean 4: quick it's coming From ovar there
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10 year olds. Theme 6.
English & Nature

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Correct the mistakes in the following text.

There are 77 mistakes in this passage. 19 capitals missing. 7 unnecessary capitals.  3 unnecessary apostrophes. 23
punctuation marks missing or incorrect.  8 repeated words.  17 incorrectly spelled words.  

TITLE  TITLE: "The Camping Disaster" 

4  

(4 teenager's  teenagers are sitting inside a Tent  tent shivering...)  shivering....) 

Teen 1: whose  Whose idea was it to to  to go camping in winter  Winter again? 

Teen 2  2: Oh come on! it's  It's just a bit of rain... 

Teen 3: a  A bit of rain? it's  It's raining cats dogs Out  out there! 

Tean  

Teen 4: So much for canoeing on the river and swimming in the the  the lake  lake! 

Tean  

Teen 2: Don't worry  worry! i'm  I'm sure the storm will will  will pass soon  soon! 

Tean  

Teen 1  1: Shhh! here here  Here That?  that? the  The rain stupped!  stopped! 

Teen 3  3: (Looks ootside)  outside) Look there''s  there's a rianbow  rainbow over over  over there! 

Tean  

Teen 2: See what did did  did I tell you? 
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Tean  

Teen 4: why  Why don't we go go  go hiking on that mountain before it disappears? 

Teen 1: I don't know! it's  It's still a bit Cloudy  cloudy! 

Teen 3: what what  What if it starts To  to rian  rain again  again? 

Teen 2  2: impossible  Impossible! Itt's  It's clearing up! come  Come on let's go! 

(Teen's  

(Teens are half way up the mountain and the weather has gotten worse?)  worse.) 

Tean  

Teen 1: I knew this wisn't  wasn't a Good  good idea  idea! it's  It's so fuggy  foggy i  I can barely see

see! 

Teen 2  2: It will be fine once we get to the top! 

Teen 3  3: hey  Hey! what  What was thit?  that? It soonded  sounded like?.  like.. 

Lost ranger  ranger: Heeeeelp heeeelp! 

Tean  

Teen 4: quick  Quick! it's  It's coming From  from ovar  over there  there!
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